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Abstract

In 2D-multielectrode electrical surveys using the pole–pole array, the distance to ‘infinite electrodes’ is actually finite.
As a matter of fact, the available cable length generally imposes a poor approximation of theoretical location of these
electrodes at infinity. This study shows that in most of the cases, the resulting apparent resistivity pseudosection is strongly
distorted. Numerical simulation validated by field test also shows that a particular finite array provides results that are as
close as possible to the ones of the ideal pole–pole array. This is achieved when two conditions that are weaker than an

Ž .infinite location are fulfilled: i the ‘infinite electrodes’ are placed symmetrically on both sides of the in-line electrodes with
Ž .a spread angle of 308 and ii the length of ‘infinite lines’ is at least 20 times the greatest distance between in-line electrodes.

The electrical 2D image obtained with this enhanced array is the least distorted one with respect to the pole–pole image. The
apparent resistivities are generally underestimated, but this deviation is almost homogeneous. Though the shift cannot be
determined a priori, the interpretation of such an image with direct or inverse software designed for pole–pole data provides
an accurate interpretation of the ground geometry. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Electrical prospecting; Pole–pole array; Remote electrode effects; Numerical modelling

1. Introduction

Electrical resistivity methods are frequently used in studies focusing on the determination of
Žoverburden geometry Griffiths and Barker, 1993; Lamotte et al., 1994; Cherry et al., 1996; Robain et

.al., 1996 . Actually, these indirect methods efficiently complete discrete direct observations such as
those obtained from pits and hand drilling. The improvement of computer-controlled multichannel
resistivimeters using multielectrode arrays has led to an important development of electrical imaging

Ž .for these subsurface surveys Griffiths and Turnbull, 1985; Griffiths et al., 1990; Barker, 1992 . Tens
of electrodes may be connected to such a resistivimeter. Apparent resistivity measurements are
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Ž . Ž .recorded sequentially sweeping any quadripole—A B current electrodes M N potential electrodes
—within the multielectrode array. As a result, high-definition pseudosections with dense sampling of

Ž .apparent resistivity variation at shallow depth 0–100 m , are obtained in a short time. It allows
Ždetailed direct or inverse interpretation of 2D resistivity distribution in the ground Shima, 1990; Loke

.and Barker, 1996 .
The pole–pole array, noted ‘PP’, is frequently used. This array corresponds to a quadripole where

electrodes B and N are placed ‘at infinity’ so that their influence may be ignored with respect to much
closer electrodes A and M. Several reasons explain this choice.

Ž . Ž .i The investigation depth of this array is greater than any other Roy and Apparao, 1971 . Hence,
deep targets are better detected than with any other configuration. On the contrary, it should be noted
that this property also results in a lack of resolution at shallow depth.

Ž .ii This array provides weak edge effects; particularly symmetrical inhomogeneities in the ground
Ž .are imaged as symmetrical anomalies Brunel, 1994 . Hence, apparent resistivity pseudosections

exhibit clear patterns which reliably guide the interpretation processes.
Ž .iii The large MN distance provides a higher signal for the pole–pole array compared to any other

array. Hence, current intensity generally has not to be increased during the acquisition process.
Nevertheless, the noise, which is proportional to the length of the dipole, also increases. Hence, the
outcome of signalrnoise ratio is difficult to predict.

Ž .iv The apparent resistivity corresponding to any other array may be derived from pole–pole data
Ž .Parasnis, 1997 . This flexibility allows comparison to data acquired with any other array and the use

Ž .of any interpretation software. Beard and Tripp 1995 , however, pointed out that even a small
amount of noise on PP data reduces the accuracy of such reconstruction.

In order to really benefit from the above advantages, it is important to minimize a possible cause of
measurement noise linked to the array geometry. Actually, when PP is chosen, the problem is to move
away B and N electrodes as far as possible in order to approach their theoretical location at infinity.

ŽLiterature states that ‘infinite lines’ should be 10 to 20 times longer than AM distance Keller and
.Frischknecht, 1966; Telford et al., 1990 . Such an ‘infinite’ distance should also be respected between

both ‘infinite’ electrodes B and N. Though it is generally not specified, for many field surveys using
multielectrode PP, the length of ‘infinite lines’ does not reach more than 5 to 10 times the greatest
AM distance. These finite arrays, called pseudo-pole–pole arrays in this paper and further noted
‘psPP’, are considered equivalent to PP. However, the electrical image obtained using psPP may be
different from the one corresponding to PP. Hence, the use of psPP data set with 2D modelling
software designed for PP data could lead to misinterpretation.

This paper aims at quantifying these differences and at proposing some practical solutions to obtain
with psPP a field data set as close as possible to the one which would have been obtained with PP.

2. Materials and methods

Ž .This section presents i the geometrical characteristics of different multielectrode psPP defined by
Ž .changing the location of the ‘infinite’ electrodes, ii the usual field procedure for a survey using such

Ž .arrays, iii the numerical simulation used to compute apparent resistivity deviation when using psPP
Ž .instead of PP and iv the analytical calculation needed to define a psPP geometrically equivalent

to PP. The test site used for field validation of numerical simulations is presented at the end of
Section 3.
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( )2.1. The multielectrode pseudo-pole–pole arrays psPP

Ž .We have simulated multielectrode psPPs with 23 electrodes Fig. 1 . These arrays are composed of
21 collinear electrodes fixed with a regular inter-electrode spacing at positions noted E . . . E .0 20

Electrodes A and M are chosen within this set and noted A and M , according to their position. Fori j

example, M corresponds to electrode M chosen at position E . The two last electrodes correspond to5 5

B and N. Their locations are chosen along the circle of center O which is the middle of the two
extreme positions E and E . It should be noted that we have limited this study to psPP with the0 20

same distance ON and OB. This corresponds to a realistic layout of cables for surveys in the open
field where topography does not control the positioning of ‘infinite’ electrodes.

These multielectrode arrays are defined in this paper using four geometrical parameters. The first
two are referred to collinear electrodes positions and the last two to ‘infinite’ electrodes positions.

The first one is the inter-electrode spacing and is noted d. Its expression is:

dsE E m , 1Ž . Ž .i iq1

where E E is the distance between two successive positions E and E . For the simulations, wei iq1 i iq1

have used ds1 m.
The second one is called ‘half-extent of in-line electrodes’ and is noted D. Its expression is:

E E0 20
Ds m , 2Ž . Ž .

2

where E E is the distance between the two extreme positions E and E .0 20 0 20

The third one is called ‘infinite length coefficient’ and is noted Q. Its expression is:

ON OB
Qs s dimensionless , 3Ž . Ž .

D D

where ON and OB are the distances between point O and electrodes N and B, respectively, and D is
Ž .the ‘half-extent of in-line electrodes’ defined in the expression 2 . The coefficient Q varies from 1 to

1000 in the simulations.

Fig. 1. Geometrical characteristics of the multielectrode pseudo-pole–pole array used. Solid circles: electrode positions.
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The two parameters called ‘infinite line angles’ and noted b and n are grouped in a single
parameter called ‘spread of infinite lines’ and noted u . Their expressions are, respectively:

ˆbsBOE 8 4Ž . Ž .20

ˆnsNOE 8 5Ž . Ž .20

ˆusNOBsnyb 8 , 6Ž . Ž .
ˆ ˆwhere BOE is the angle between lines OB and OE , NOE is the angle between lines ON and20 20 20

ˆOE and NOB is the angle between lines ON and OB. The spread u varies from 08 to 1808 in the20

simulations.

2.2. Usual field procedure for multielectrode pseudo-pole–pole surÕeys

By fixing electrode A at position E and switching sequentially electrodes M from positions E0 0 j 1
Ž .to E , the multielectrode psPP provides an electrical sounding with 20 measurement points Fig. 2 .20

The measurement points are conventionally located at the middle of electrodes A and M and at a0 j
Ž .pseudodepth corresponding to half the distance between A and M Hallof, 1957 . This results in a0 j

458 inclined line. An apparent resistivity pseudosection, called ‘2D electrical image’, may be
considered as a collection of such soundings acquired with a step corresponding to spacing d. For
practical reasons in field survey, measurements are generally taken for all combinations of two
electrodes within the set of in-line electrodes. For n in-line electrodes, this results in a triangular

Ž .image with n ny1 r2 measurement points. Overlapping between such triangles on the final 2D
electrical image depends on the shift between one in-line array and the next.

2.3. Numerical simulation

Ž . ŽThe general moment method Harrington, 1961 applied to electromagnetic 3D modelling Tab-
.bagh, 1985 is used to compute the potential values at M and N locations due to a unit currentj

Ž . Ž .flowing into the ground through electrodes A q and B y . This method was restricted in thisi

simulation to contrast in electrical resistivity only. The accuracy of this numerical code for forward
modelling was checked against published results obtained through algorithms that use either equiva-

Ž .lent surface charge densities or finite-difference approach Dabas et al., 1994 . We have simulated
measurements upon a ground made of three horizontal layers computing potential values for both PP
and psPP. We empirically considered that the array was in PP configuration when potential values at
electrodes M did not numerically depend on position of electrodes B and N.j

Fig. 2. Electrical sounding obtained with pole–pole multielectrode array. Open triangle: A position, solid triangle: B
successive positions, solid circles: conventional locations of apparent resistivity measurements.
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The apparent resistivity r a corresponding to measurement made with a quadripole A BM N isi, j i j

defined as:
DVi , j

r a sK Vm , 7Ž . Ž .i , j i , j I
Ž .where K is the geometric coefficient of the quadripole m , DV the potential difference betweeni, j i, j

Ž . Ž .electrodes M and N V and I the current intensity A .j
Ž .The normalized difference between psPP and PP apparent resistivities, noted d r a , is definedi, j

as:
r a yr a˜ i , j i , j

d r a s100 % , 8Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j
r a˜ i , j

where r a and r a are the apparent resistivities corresponding to psPP and PP, respectively.˜i, j i, j
Ž .From definition 7 , it yet appears that this difference between the apparent resistivities can be

caused by using an approximate expression for the geometrical factor and by the fact that the voltage
measured from the finite electrode configuration is not identical to the ideal pole–pole configuration.
Both effects will be analyzed here, beginning with the geometrical effect.

2.4. Calculation of geometrical coefficient

The geometrical coefficient of any A BM N quadripole, noted K , is defined as:i j i, j

2p
K s m , 9Ž . Ž .i , j 1 1 1 1

y y q
A M BM A N BNi j j i

where A M , BM , A N and BN are the distances between electrode pairs.i j j i
Ž .For PP, expressions 1rBM , 1rA N and 1rBN are nil. Hence, Eq. 9 may be simplified to thej i

˜following expression which defines the PP geometrical coefficient, noted K :i, j

K̃ s2pA M m . 10Ž . Ž .i , j i j

Ž .It should be noted that this simplified coefficient 10 may be unsuitable for psPP which poorly
approximate the ideal location of electrodes B and N at infinity. In these cases, the general coefficient
Ž . Ž .9 must be used to calculate properly the apparent resistivity Kunetz, 1966 . This is particularly
important because one of the prevalent commercial codes used for the interpretation of 2D electrical

Ž .image only take into account ideal pole–pole configuration RESIX2DI from INTERPEX . Hence, it
is the simplified coefficient which is used to calculate the apparent resistivities when the inputs are the
measured potentials. As this code also allows to directly input the apparent resistivities, it is
preferable to prior calculate the accurate values. This precaution is nevertheless not satisfying because
it is the ideal pole–pole coefficient which is used after words for inverse modelling. The most recent

Ž .version of another leading commercial code RES2DINV version 3.33 from LOKE, ABEM allows to
take into account the exact geometrical coefficient of psPP. It is clear that the owners of this code
should ask for the upgraded version and use this new option.

The error made when using PP geometrical coefficient instead of psPP geometrical coefficient may
be quantified by the normalized difference between the two coefficients. For the largest quadripole

Ž .A BM N, it is noted d K and is calculated as:0 20 0,20

K̃ yK0,20 0,20
d K s100 % . 11Ž . Ž . Ž .0,20

K̃0,20
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Fig. 3. Geometrical characteristics of any quadripole A BM N taken within the multielectrode array respect to A BM Ni j 0 20

quadripole. Solid circles: electrode positions, open circles: center points.

Ž .The analytical development of Eq. 11 , detailed in Appendix A, gives the following third order
approximation:

f QŽ .
d K s100 , 12aŽ . Ž .0,20 f Q y1Ž .

with

1 1 1 1
2 2f Q f 4y q 2 cos bycos n y 2y3 cos nqcos b . 12bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .2 3nybQ Q Q� 0

sin
2

This led us to limit the study to symmetrical arrays with opposite infinite line angles, for which
Ž . Ž .expression 12b simplifies as the second order term is canceled for any parameter Q :

1 1 1 u
2f Q f 4y y 2y6 cos . 13Ž . Ž .3 ž /uQ Q 2� 0sin

2

Ž .The coefficient Q and the spread u for any other quadripole A BM N Fig. 3 , analogous toi, j i, j i j
Ž . Ž .geometrical parameters introduced for the quadripole A BM N in expressions 3 and 6 , respec-0 20

tively, are defined as:

O B O Ni , j i , j
Q s s dimensionless , 14Ž . Ž .i , j D Di , j i , j
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where D is the half-distance between electrodes A and M ; O is the middle of electrodes A andi, j i j i, j i

M ; O B and O N are the distances between point O and electrodes B and N, respectively.j i, j i, j i, j

ˆu sNO B 8 , 15Ž . Ž .i , j i , j

ˆwhere NO B is the angle between lines O N and O B.i, j i, j i, j
Ž .Hence, replacing coefficient Q with coefficient Q and spread u with spread u in Eq. 13 ,i, j i, j

Ž .allows to calculate the difference d K , for any quadripole A BM N within a symmetricali, j i j

multielectrode psPP. Analytical derivations of coefficient Q and spread u are given in Appendixi, j i, j

B.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Pseudo-pole–pole array geometrically equiÕalent to pole–pole array

Ž .It appears that the first order term of expression 13 , may be canceled for any coefficient Q with a
particular spread of infinite lines u :0

u 1
sin s ´us28,968su . 16Ž .02 4

Ž . Ž .Hence, in this particular case, the approximation of difference d K 12 simplifies to the0,20

following equation.

1
d K f100 17Ž . Ž .0,20 38Q

1y
29

Ž .This shows that for these symmetrical psPP with spread u equal to u , difference d K0 0,20
Ž .becomes insignificant for coefficient Q equal to 10. Fig. 4 . It should be noted that for coefficient Q

Fig. 4. Isovalues of geometrical coefficient normalized difference between pseudo-pole–pole and pole–pole arrays.
Influence of coefficient Q and spread u . Parameters Q and u characterize infinite line length and spread of infinite lines,

Ž .respectively see Fig. 1 .
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Ž .larger than 10, the first order term of approximation 12 is the predominant one even if the symmetry
condition is not respected. This means that the spread of infinite lines is the only important parameter
to achieve a psPP geometrically equivalent to PP. Hence, since the two conditions are respected
Ž .spread u equal to u and coefficient Q at least equal to 10 , B and N may be moved around O0

without significant influence.
Ž .For small coefficient Q, the spread u is not suitable to cancel the difference d K . The0 0,20

suitable spread value tends towards zero as coefficient Q tends towards 1. This shows that even when
‘infinite’ lines are very small, there exists a symmetrical psPP geometrically equivalent to PP. But in

Ž .these cases, a very weak variation of spread u results in a very large variation of difference d K .0,20

Hence, ‘infinite lines’ with small coefficient Q are not suitable in practice, even if geometrical
equivalence between psPP and PP theoretically exists.

Ž .From a practical point of view, a difference d K less than 2% in absolute value, similar to0,20
Ž .usual instrumental errors, is acceptable. Fig. 4 points out that the difference d K is less than 2%0,20

for spreads u larger than 158 and coefficients Q larger than 150. However, such a large coefficient Q
Ž .is not realistic it corresponds to MN distance equal to 1 km for AM distance equal to 13.3 m .

Consequently, a spread u close to spread u is the most reliable one to keep satisfactory in any cases0

the geometrical equivalence between psPP and PP.

Fig. 5. Geometrical coefficient normalized difference between pole–pole and pseudo-pole–pole surveys. Pseudo-pole–pole
arrays with different coefficients Q are used to survey a 100-m profile without moving infinite electrodes. The spread u

referred to the leftmost triangle is 308.
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Finally, it appears that coefficient Q not smaller than 10 and spread u close to 308 are necessary
conditions to practically obtain geometrical equivalence between symmetrical psPP and PP for
A M . Such an array will be further referred as ‘enhanced psPP’.0 20

These conditions are valid for A M , the largest A M . Too frequent shifts of ‘infinite’ electrodes0 20 i j

in order to respect the geometrical equivalence are not compatible with efficient field survey. Hence,
for the same position of infinite electrodes, the influence of other A M position upon differencei j
Ž . Ž .d K is now examined. Fig. 5 shows the evolution of difference d K for simulated psPP surveysi, j i, j

Ž .along a 100-m long profile with fixed ‘infinite’ electrodes. In all the cases, the difference d Ki, j

remains less than 2% for the first triangle. But for coefficient Q equal to 10, the difference exceeds
Ž .2% for most of the next triangle Fig. 5a . For coefficient Q equal to 20, the reliable zone covers three

Ž .triangles Fig. 5b . In fact, coefficient Q equal to 40 is necessary to keep geometrical equivalence
Ž .satisfactory for the whole profile Fig. 5c . It should be remembered that the use of a spread u

different from 308 gives worse results in all cases.
It can already be noted that for a homogeneous ground, the error made upon apparent resistivity

˜using the simplified coefficient K instead of exact coefficient K , will lead to an erroneous 2Di, j i, j

electrical image, proportional to the sections presented in Fig. 5. It is clear that an image like the
topmost one will not be interpreted as a homogeneous ground, but as a ground with a major lateral
trend. In fact, for this simple case, the pattern of erroneous 2D electrical image only reflects the
changes of the psPP geometrical parameters.

3.2. Apparent resistiÕity deÕiation with enhanced pseudo-pole–pole array

The problem is now to examine if geometrical equivalence is a sufficient condition to obtain the
same apparent resistivity values with PP and enhanced psPP. This property is further called in this
paper ‘electrical equivalence’. This is not obvious because B and N are not at infinity and thus

Ž .influence the potential difference DV used in Eq. 4 to calculate the apparent resistivity r a. Hence,
Ž .even if the difference between geometrical coefficients d K is small, the difference between

Ž . Ž .apparent resistivities d r a may be high if the difference between potential differences d DV is.

3.3. SensitiÕity to the array geometry

The sensitivity to array geometry is examined using the same ground model for the simulations of
different psPP measurements. Resistivities and thickness of the three layers are, from top to bottom:

Ž .100 Vm, 1000 Vm and 10 000 Vm and 0.5 m, 5 m, infinite, respectively model 1 . Apparent
Ž .resistivities are always calculated using the exact expression 9 of geometrical coefficient K . Thei, j

Ž .difference d r a is computed for different coefficients Q and spread u varying in 0–1808 range0,20
Ž .Fig. 6a . All the curves have a similar shape. Smallest spreads u correspond to an extreme

Ž . Ž .underestimation positive difference . The difference d r a then decreases quickly with spread u ,0,20
Ž .the larger coefficient Q, the smaller spread u for which minimum difference d r a is reached. It0,20

should be noted that for large coefficient Q, this minimum corresponds to a severe overestimation
Ž . Ž .negative difference . At last, difference d r a tends asymptotically towards a local maximum0,20

reached for spread u equal to 1808. This last point always correspond to an underestimation. For
coefficient Q equal to 10, It appears that the least difference corresponds to a severe underestimation
Ž . Ž . Ž17% . Contrary to the difference d K whose canceling is possible with any coefficient Q Fig.0,20

. Ž .6b , canceling of the difference d r a requires coefficient Q higher than 40. Section 2 concluded0,20

that coefficient Q larger than 10 was necessary to practically achieve geometrical equivalence. It
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Fig. 6. Apparent resistivity and geometrical coefficient normalized differences between pole–pole and pseudo-pole–pole
arrays. Influence of coefficient Q and spread u . Cross hatched zone corresponds to difference less than 2% in absolute
value.

appears here that coefficient Q larger than 40 is necessary to also achieve electrical equivalence. For
Ž .these large coefficients Q, there are two intervals of spread u giving a difference d r a smaller0,20

Ž .than 2% in absolute value. i A narrow interval at small spread range: the larger coefficient Q, the
Ž .narrower this first interval. ii A large interval including spread u : the larger coefficient Q, the0

larger this second interval. It should be noted that in this second interval, the spread which gives
electrical equivalence tends towards the spread u which gives geometrical equivalence as coefficient0

Q becomes larger.
Fig. 7 explains how electrical equivalence may be obtained with enhanced psPP. Fig. 7a shows the

potential field generated by PP at the ground surface. In the case of a homogeneous ground,
isopotentials correspond to concentric circles. The zero potential line is at infinity. Fig. 7b shows the
potential field generated by enhanced psPP. The potential field is different from the previous one. It
has a positive part at electrode A side and a negative part at electrode B side. Isopotential lines consist
in two series of hyperbolas whose focuses are electrodes A and B, respectively. The two parts are
separated by a zero potential straight line perpendicularly crossing the middle of line AB. It is clear
that potentials measured at electrode M with both PP and psPP are different. This difference increases
with AM distance. For the enhanced psPP giving electrical equivalence, the change of positive
potential measured at electrode M is complemented by the negative potential measured at electrode N.
Hence, though the potential fields are different, PP and enhanced psPP give close potential differences
DV. Finally, as a consequence of geometrical equivalence, the apparent resistivities calculated with

Ž .Eq. 7 for enhanced psPP and PP are close.
Ž .Like in Section 2, the influence of electrodes A and M positions upon differences d r a isi j i, j

Ž .now examined for the same position of infinite electrodes. The 20 differences d r a of a psPP0, j
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Fig. 7. Potential field generated by pole–pole and pseudo-pole–pole arrays upon a homogeneous ground. Injected current is
1 A and ground resistivity is 628 Vm. Electrical equivalence with pole–pole array is obtained by using enhanced
pseudo-pole–pole array.

electrical sounding are computed for different coefficient Q and spread u varying in 0–1808 range
Ž . Ž .Fig. 8 . It appears that the difference d r a may vary a lot with distance A M . In these cases, the0, j 0 j

Fig. 8. Apparent resistivity normalized differences between pole–pole and pseudo-pole–pole soundings. Influence of
coefficient Q and spread u upon differences corresponding to each distance A M . Cross hatched zone corresponds to0 j

difference less than 2% in absolute value.
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sounding curves are severely distorted by an underestimation of apparent resistivity values rapidly
increasing with distance A M . For the same spread u , the smaller the coefficient Q, the more0 j

pronounced is this distortion. For the same coefficient Q, small spreads u give the highest distortions.
Large spreads u are also unfavorable. In all cases, the least distortion is obtained with the spread u0

Ž .because differences d r a are more homogeneous than with any other spread. Hence, the use of0, j

spread u will principally shift the sounding curve along apparent resistivity axes without major0

distortions.
ŽApparent resistivity deviations for this ground model are also simulated along a 100-m profile Fig.

.9 . Coefficient Q equal to 20 is not sufficient to obtain weak distortion for the first triangle. For
coefficient Q equal to 40, it appears that reliable values may be obtained only for the first three

Ž .triangles see Fig. 5 for comparison . For further triangles, though geometrical equivalence is
satisfactory, a lateral distortion appears erroneously suggesting 2D structure. It should be remembered
that any other psPP will give even worse results.

3.4. SensitiÕity to the ground model

The sensitivity to the ground model is examined using another ground model with layers of same
Ž .thickness, but different resistivities Fig. 10 . Resistivities of the three layers are 1000 Vm, 100 Vm
Ž . Ž .and 10 000 Vm from top to bottom model 2 . It appears that for the same psPP, difference d r a0, j

may vary a lot depending on ground property. Particularly for the spread u , the mean difference0
Ž .d r a is negligible for model 1, but corresponds to a severe underestimation for model 2. This0, j

shows that a correction of psPP data cannot be practically achieved because the ground model is
Ž .needed to estimate the difference d r a . Nevertheless, for both models, the spread u corresponds to0

Fig. 9. Apparent resistivity normalized difference between pole–pole and a pseudo-pole–pole surveys. Pseudo-pole–pole
arrays with different coefficients Q are used to survey a 100-m profile without moving infinite electrodes. The spread u

referred to the leftmost triangle is 308.
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Fig. 10. Apparent resistivity normalized difference between pole–pole and a pseudo-pole–pole soundings upon two different
ground models. Influence of spread u upon mean and dispersion values. Cross hatched zone corresponds to differences of
less than 2% in absolute value.

the least standard deviation. Hence, in both cases, the pattern of the sounding curve obtained with
enhanced psPP is the least distorted one.

Ž .The influence of the ground model is tested more exhaustively for the enhanced psPP Fig. 11 .
Fig. 11a shows that increasing the resistivity of the intermediate layer in model 1 has no significant

Ž .influence upon the differences d r a . On the contrary, decreasing the resistivity of this layer0, j
Ž .results in an important rise of both mean and standard deviation values of differences d r a . Fig.0, j

11b shows that reducing the thickness of the topmost resistive layer in model 2 results in a more
Ž .distorted sounding curve. The mean value of differences d r a remains the same, but the standard0, j

Ž .deviation becomes higher. On the contrary, the mean value of differences d r a decreases when0, j

increasing the thickness of this layer. The standard deviation increases at first, but collapses as the
influence of the underlying conductive layer disappears. It can be concluded that sounding curves
have great distortions when a conductive layer preeminently influences the apparent resistivities,
whether with large thickness or with low resistivity.
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Fig. 11. Apparent resistivity normalized difference between pole–pole and an enhanced pseudo-pole–pole soundings.
Influence of layers’ thickness and resistivities upon mean and dispersion values. Cross hatched zone corresponds to
differences of less than 2% in absolute value.

Finally, we have shown here that an enhanced psPP with coefficient Q not smaller than 40 and
spread u equal to 308, gives geometrical equivalence to PP for 2D electrical imaging. However, this
necessary condition is not sufficient to obtain electrical equivalence. A satisfactory electrical
equivalence is lost much sooner than geometrical equivalence. In fact, almost accurate geometrical
equivalence is needed. This can be obtained moving ‘infinite’ electrodes for each triangles of the
pseudosection. Experience shows that such a survey procedure does not take much more time than a
survey without moving ‘infinite’ electrodes.

Even with this accurate geometrical equivalence, electrical equivalence may not be reached
depending on ground properties. But in unfavorable cases, enhanced psPP provides the least distorted
2D electrical image because the differences with PP are the ones which least depend upon A Mi j
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distances. This is the best compromise compared to any other psPP. It should be remembered that if
conductive layers are dominant at the depth of investigation, this best result may remain rather far
from PP. In these cases, psPP data should be considered carefully.

3.5. Field Õalidation

ŽA validation of numerical simulation was conducted in the C.R.G.G. test field Centre de
. Ž .Recherches Geophysiques de Garchy, FRANCE described by Hesse and Tabbagh 1986 and Guerin´ ´

Fig. 12. Apparent resistivity normalized difference between pole–pole and a pseudo-pole–pole soundings in the C.R.G.G.
Ž . Ž .test field. a Influence of spread u upon differences corresponding to each distance A M . b Influence of spread u upon0 j

mean and dispersion values.
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Ž .Fig. 13. Distortion of pole–pole 2D electrical image of a buried wall in the C.R.G.G. test field. a Surveyed structure sketch. Solid circles: conventional location of
Ž . Ž .measurement points. b Pole–pole 2D electrical image. c,d,e Apparent resistivity normalized difference between pole–pole and pseudo-pole–pole 2D electrical

images with spread u equal to 58, 308 and 1808, respectively.
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Ž .et al. 1994 . For this field test, we used 16 in-line electrodes. The inter-electrode spacing d was 0.4
m. The half-extent of in-line electrodes D was 3.2 m. We used two psPPs with ‘infinite line length’
of 800 m and 50 m corresponding to coefficient Q equal to 250 and 15.6, respectively.

Firstly, we made electrical soundings on a location where ground geometry was known to be close
Ž .to tabular. The surveyed ground was composed of three layers. i The topmost one is ploughed soil

Ž .material. It has a thickness of 0.25 m and a resistivity of 120 Vm. ii The second one is undisturbed
Ž .soil material. It has a thickness of 1.5 m and a resistivity of 75 Vm. iii The last one is the calcareous

Ž .bedrock. It has a resistivity of 200 Vm. With the large psPP Qs250 , we tested two spreads u , 208

Ž .and 508. With the small psPP Qs15.6 , we tested spreads u varying in 10–1808 range.
Secondly, we made 2D electrical images crossing a well-known structure corresponding to a wall

made of calcareous blocks. It is buried at 0.2 m in the ground described above and has a cross-section
Ž .of 1=1 m and a resistivity of 400 Vm Fig. 13a . We tested the large psPP with spread u equal to

208 and the small psPP with three spreads u equal to 58, 308 and 1808, respectively.
For the large psPP, the electrical soundings obtained with both spreads are the same. Hence, this

large array is considered as the PP reference. Fig. 12a shows apparent resistivity differences with
respect to this reference for the small psPP with varying spread u . As in numerical simulations
previously presented in Fig. 8, it is clearly shown with field data that the least difference is obtained
for spread u equal to 308. Furthermore, the shape of the curve showing the mean apparent resistivity

Ž .difference vs. spread u Fig. 12b is similar to the one obtained in numerical simulations for a ground
model with a conductive layer surrounded by two more resistive layers, i.e., an unfavorable case with

Ž .rather severe underestimation even with enhanced psPP Fig. 10, model 2
Ž .Fig. 13b shows the 2D electrical image corresponding to the buried wall Fig. 13a obtained with

the large psPP, considered as the PP reference. The resistive main anomaly is imaged at shallow
pseudodepth. This is caused by the depth of investigation of the PP array. The resistive buried wall is
nevertheless clearly identified by the underlying minor anomalies: the resistive swallow tail and the

Ž .conductive reflection. Once again, spread 308 Fig. 13d gives the less distorted image with mean
difference of apparent resistivity 1.3"1.6%. This does not influence significantly the interpretation
with respect to PP reference. Spreads 58 and 1808 give mean difference y9.7"18.2% and
4.1"2.8%, respectively. It should particularly be noted that with these unfavorable arrays, the shape
of the 2D image distortions are coincident with the pattern of the anomaly generated by the buried
wall. For spread 58, the 2D image is homogenized with an extreme underestimation of the resistive
main anomaly and an overestimation of the conductive reflection higher than the one of the resistive

Ž .swallow tail Fig. 13d . For spread 1808, the 2D image is emphasized with an overestimation of the
resistive main anomaly and an underestimation of the conductive reflection higher than the one of the

Ž .resistive swallow tail Fig. 13e . It is clear that in both of these unfavorable cases, a software designed
for PP data does not give accurate interpretations.

4. Conclusion

In electrical imaging surveys using multielectrode pole–pole configuration, the available cable
length may lead to a poor approximation of this array theoretically presenting infinite extent. The
enhanced pseudo-pole–pole array presented here provides geometrical equivalence with pole–pole
array. This enhanced configuration also provides the least awkward deviation of apparent resistivity
because it principally consists in a homogeneous shift of values. But depending on ground resistivity
distribution, this best compromise may still correspond to an important underestimation of apparent
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resistivity. It should be noted that this undesirable effect cannot be estimated without assuming a
hypothesis for ground model. Hence, in practice, an enhanced pseudo-pole–pole data set cannot be
corrected in order to recover pole–pole data set.

Nevertheless, geometrical parameters of the used pseudo-pole–pole array provide an efficient test
for data quality control: if geometrical equivalence with ideal pole–pole is not closely approached, the
pseudo-pole–pole data are certainly erroneous. Consequently, codes designed for the modelling of
pole–pole data are not suitable for such pseudo-pole–pole data. The only way to interpret accurately
such a data set is to use a software that allows to process any configurations, taking into account the
position of each electrode A, B, M and N. On the contrary, if geometrical equivalence is achieved
with ‘infinite lines’ longer than 20 times the extent of in-line electrodes, the pseudo-pole–pole array
at worst provides a shifted pole–pole data set, i.e., a 2D image whose pattern is not distorted. The
shift is undetermined, but an accurate interpretation of the ground geometry is anyway obtained with a
code designed for pole–pole data. The actual resistivities of the different layers and bodies may be
determined with complementary logging methods.

Appendix A

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Using the expressions 1 , 3 , 4 and 5 , the analytical expressions for distances A M , A N,0 20 0

BM and BN are:20

A M s2 D A1Ž .0 20

2 2 2( (A Ns QDcos nqD q QDsin n sD Q q2Qcos nq1 A2Ž . Ž . Ž .0

2 2 2( (BM s QDcos byD q QDsin b sD Q y2Qcos bq1 A3Ž . Ž . Ž .20

nyb
BNs2QDsin . A4Ž .

2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Bringing these analytical expressions A1 , A2 , A3 and A4 forward geometrical coefficient

˜ Ž . Ž .K and K Eqs. 9 and 10 , respectively, it comes:0,20 0,20

2p
K s A5Ž .0,20

1 2 2 1
1y y q

2 2 nyb2 D ( (Q q2Qcos nq1 Q y2Qcos bq1� 0
Qsin

2

K̃ s2p 2 D. A6Ž .0,20

Using the following notation:
2 2 1

f Q s q yŽ .
2 2 nyb( (Q q2Qcos nq1 Q y2Qcos bq1

Qsin
2

1 2 2 1
m f Q s q y A7Ž . Ž .

nybQ 2cos n 1 2cos b 1� 0sin1q q 1y q( (2 2 2Q Q Q Q
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˜ Ž . Ž .and then replacing coefficients K and K by their expressions A5 and A6 in difference0,20 0,20
Ž . Ž .d K expression 11 , it comes after simplifying and factorizing:0,20

1 f QŽ .
d K s100 1y s100 . A8Ž . Ž .0,20 ž / ž /1y f Q f Q y1Ž . Ž .

For x close to zero, the second order approximation of Taylor development gives:

a ay1Ž .a 21qx f1qaxq x . A9Ž . Ž .
2

Ž .Using approximation A9 , it comes:

21 1 2cos n 1 3 2cos n 1
f1y q q q . A10Ž .2 2ž / ž /2 Q Q 8 Q Q2cos n 1

1q q( 2Q Q

n Ž .The terms 1rQ with exponent n higher than 2 may be neglected, thus, Eq. A10 simplifies to:

1 1 1 1 3
2f1y cos ny y cos n A11Ž .2 ž /Q Q 2 22cos n 1

1q q( 2Q Q

With the same simplification, it comes:

1 1 1 1 3
2f1q cos by y cos b . A12Ž .2 ž /Q Q 2 22cos b 1

1y q( 2Q Q

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . nBringing approximations A11 and A12 forward f Q expression A7 and regrouping 1rQ
terms, gives the desired third order approximation:

1 cos n 1 1 3
2f Q f 2 1y y y cos nŽ . 2 ž /ž /Q Q Q 2 2�

cos b 1 1 3 1
2q2 1q y y cos b y2 ž /ž / nybQ Q 2 2 0sin

2

1 1 1 1
2 2m f Q f 4y q 2 cos bycos n y 2y3 cos nqcos b .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 3nybQ Q Q� 0

sin
2

A13Ž .
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Appendix B

Q is calculated using Pythagore’s formula for the triangle O , N, NX shown on Fig. 3:i, j i, j

2 2 2 22 2X X X XO N s NN q O N m O N s NN q O OqON . B1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j i , j i , j i , j

X X Ž .Developing distances O N, NN O O and ON in Eq. B1 , it comes:i, j i, j

22
u iq j u2

Q D s QDsin q D 1y qQDcos , B2Ž .Ž .i , j i , j ž / ž /ž /2 n 2

where nq1 is the number of in-line electrodes.
The distance D is defined as:i, j

A M Di j
D s then D s jy i . B3Ž . Ž .i , j i , j2 n

Ž . Ž .Finally, replacing distance D by its expression B3 in Eq. B2 , simplifying and factorizing,i, j

gives the desired Q expression:i, j

2 2n u iq j u
Q s Qsin q 1y qQcos . B4Ž .)i , j ž / ž /jy i 2 n 2

u is calculated using sinus definition:i, j

u
X QDsinu NNi , j 2sin s s . B5Ž .

2 O N Q Di , j i , j i , j

Ž . Ž .Replacing the term Q D with its expression B2 in Eq. B5 and simplifying gives the desiredi, j i, j

u expression:i, j

u
Qsin

2y1u s2sin . B6Ž .i , j
2 2

u iq j u� 0Qsin q 1y qQcos)ž / ž /2 n 2
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